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MRD 136- Global Crater Geology Map 

Crater identification training presentation, 07 April 2020 

Presentation for student researchers who will support evaluation of CosmoQuest measurements 

that are distinct from the existing crater data base. 

 

Status update on crater mapping and morphology, presentation to RDWG on 21 August 2019 

Below is a link to a pdf presentation summarizing the current state of the crater mapping effort, 

classifying craters by feature type, and correlation of craters with SAWG spectral maps. 

 

Conversion from ppt to pdf caused some formatting change in the page layout, however all slides 

are legible and no content seems to have changed. 

 

Crater Database: 06 June 2019 

This updated crater database started with previous global measurements derived from final 

approach images (early Dec 2018) and orbital Phase A images (for poles).   

 

Please note that this updated crater database is still preliminary, see the companion ppt file for 

details.  Because this updated database is preliminary, please use appropriately. 

 

Crater Database: 13 March 2019 

This file is a merged version of global measurements by Bierhaus, Jawin, McCoy, and regional 

measurements by Connolly.  The file is a SBMT ellipse structures file.  The types listed ARE 

NOT merged types, so please treat the types as provisional.  We will be moving to a typing 

system that is based on quantified metrics related to the presence of a rim, circularity, d/D 

values, regolith contrast between interior and exterior, and characteristics in elevation and slope. 

The measurements are based on images from the final approach (early December 2018), and 

preliminary survey images. 

Of course the database will evolve as our remote sensing data improves during detailed survey 

and subsequent mission phases. 

If you have any comments or questions, please contact Beau Bierhaus. 

The file below is a "gallery" of the craters observed in approach-phase imaging, and some 

preliminary appearance of those craters in different ALTWG products, primarily facet radius, 

elevation, and slope.  Preliminary description of craters in this file as well. 

Mapping Products and Maps and Plots: 
 

Plot to overlay 

 



 
 

Plot for SBMT wrapping 

 

 
Data Product Descriptions: 

 

Data Product Overview 

 

    A map of the size and physical location of all impact craters on the surface of Bennu and their 

geological context delineated. The map will utilize remote sensing data acquired throughout 

asteroid proximity operations, including both imaging and topographic information, from 

preliminary survey through the reconnaissance phases. This map will be done in two distinct 

stages, where by the end of Detailed Survey a map of the crater "features" will be generated, and 



later a "geologic map" including analysis and interpretation that also incorporates compositional 

maps will be generated in the interest of long-term science. 

 

 

Overview 

 

    In order to product a Global Crater Feature Map we will need to analyze global imaging and 

global topography to find these geologic features. Utilzing imaging data relies on moderate sun 

angle to produce long shadows over the features and high enough resolution to detect 5m craters 

with 0.2 depth/width ratio. Topographic data produced with OLA should have spot sizes < 1/8 

the diameter of the crater and range precision < 0.05 crater diameter to detect even very shallow 

craters (0.1). 

 

 

    In order to produce a Global Crater Geology Map we will need to integrate data from a 

number of interments/sources that provide key information on the physical location of all crater, 

the different kinds of crater morphology, rim hight, geologic context (including mineral species) 

within the crater and of the crater and its surroundings, evidence for space weathering, any 

evidence for gravity anomalies, and any other geological feature associated with the craters (such 

as boulder abundance, etc.).  

 

 

    The GCGM is a component of the Integrated Geology Map that ultimately supplies Science 

Value mapping. Its importance may be in the way it relates surface mineralogy to the 

geomorphology (the craters excavate subsurface material) and provides a means of inferring 

relative surface age on the asteroid. In the long term, it is also a database for developing an 

impact flux model for the part of the Solar System frequented by Bennu. Recently produced 

craters could be a proxy for freshness of regolith that may have been ejected during the impact or 

excavated within the crater. 

 

    This map data product directly supports MRD-136 (crater map), and will be a fundamental 

companion to MRD-137 (boulder map), MRD-138 (regolith map), MRD-195a (geologic 

properties to constrain geologic history) and MRD-195b (geologic properties to constrain 

dynamical history).  The input data for the crater map will include elements of all the remote 

sensing data acquired at the asteroid.  There will be a global version that utilizes the highest-

resolution data that are uniformly available across the asteroid, and local higher-resolution 

versions that utilize data from the reconnaissance, TAG rehearsal, and TAG phases. 

 

    •    Image data comprise one of the two core data sets that enable the identification and 

characterization of the craters: their size (long axis, short axis, and depth when data resolution 

allows), angularity, location, and orientation 

 

        o    OCAMS color data will provide a means to assess spatially-resolved spectral variability 

of the rocks.  Higher resolution image data of craters on Itokawa revealed individual craters with 

albedos distinctly different from the global average (Hirata et al. 2011). 

 



    •    OLA data are the second core data set for identification and characterization of the craters.  

The lidar data provide an independent assessment of crater location, size, and shape. 

 

        o    Shape model: both OLA and OCAMS data contribute to the shape model, and although 

the radar data and the existing shape model do not reveal obvious craters, it is possible that 

craters will affect the shape of the asteroid at local scales. 

 

    •    OVIRS and OTES data: these data may be too coarse in resolution to resolve individual 

craters, except perhaps from reconnaissance data.  Nevertheless, there is a possibility that global 

trends of spectral behavior will correlate with the presence of a crater population.  This is seen to 

happen in one of two ways on other asteroids: (i) ejecta from (presumably) fresh craters; (ii) 

downslope material within crater walls revealing fresh material at the surface.  While “fresh” 

impact ejecta are less prominent on smaller asteroids, downslope movement is likely to occur. 

    •    Gravity data: for such a small body to be so nearly spherical implies it is constructed of 

individual objects that are small (relative to the global scale), and that these objects are mobile 

even under the gentle forces of a microgravity environment.  Analysis by one of the O-REx 

science team members (D. Scheeres) indicates the equatorial ridge may be the result of mobile 

material flowing “downhill”.  In which case the distribution of rocks/craters on Bennu may be 

correlated with the gravitational potential or height relative to a reference geoid. On Itokawa, 

Eros, Leutitia there is significant evidence that fines flow down hill following potential or height 

contours (e.g., Mantz et al., 2002; Miyamoto et al., 2006; Thomas et al., 2012). 

 

    The final product, one of long-term science, will utilize data collected across all asteroid 

operations.  The early, lower-resolution remote sensing data will be the basis for the initial, 

global-scale measurements, while the reconnaissance and rehearsal phases (as well as the final 

TAG approach) will provide progressively higher-resolution data to refine the maps in local 

areas. 

 

    Utility: 

 

    The GCGM is a component of the Integrated Geology Map that ultimately supplies Science 

Value mapping. Its importance may be in the way it relates surface mineralogy to the 

geomorphology (the craters excavate subsurface material) and provides a means of inferring 

relative surface age on the asteroid. In the long term, it is also a database for developing an 

impact flux model for the part of the Solar System frequented by Bennu.  

 

 

    How long does it take to produce the data product? 

    Is this product used of sample site selection, science value, or long-term science?  

 

        For Science Value and long-term science goals.  

 

 

 

Data Product Structure and Organization 

 



    What is the structure of the data product? 

 

        ShapeFile format 

 

    How is the product organized? 

 

        ShapeFile format details information for each individual mapped feature, which are separate 

pieces of data. 

 

    Data Format Descriptions 

 

        Header information for the safety map will include: 

 

            Version number 

            Time and date of generation 

 

            Map scale / resolution in m per pixel of the underlying shape model used as the 

framework for the map 

 

 

    The core of the data product will be a table that consists of measured parameters for each 

crater that are generated in the initial crater/rock assessment for mission-critical activities and for 

longer-term science assessment (i.e. these data are acquired in both stage 1 and stage 2, described 

above): 

 

        Geometric center in x, y, z coordinates and in latitude, longitude, radius 

        Mean diameter 

        Dimension of long-axis 

        Dimension of short axis 

        Maximum crater depth below local reference surface (if sufficient resolution in topographic 

data) 

 

 

 

    Each observed crater will subsequently be analyzed relative to other science data products to 

include additional data (i.e. these measurements and analyses are stage 2 described above): 

 

        Height relative to geoid 

        Local acceleration value 

        Geopotential value 

        Orientation of long axis relative to local acceleration gradient 

        Orientation of short axis relative to local acceleration gradient 

        Orientation of long axis relative to North 

        Thermal inertia of local area (from MRD-155 or MRD-540) 

        Color value 

        Space weathering “value” 



        Compositional information 

 

 

Data Product Generation 

 

    The central element of the data product is the identification and measurement of the crater 

population.  This is done on image data and with OLA data that have been calibrated and tied to 

the shape model (or map projection).  The IPWG and ALTWG, respectively, are responsible for 

generating the calibrated and projected data, and assigned members of the RDWG (Bierhaus et 

al.) make the measurements using an agreed-upon Project tool (e.g. the APL Small Body 

Mapping Tool, or SBMT). 

 

 

    Additional remote sensing data, and derived data products, add context and value to the crater 

measurements.  The supporting data correspond to existing science data products as follows: 

 

    Inputs for time-sensitive "Global Crater Feature Map" 

    - Global Mosaic @ 21-cm resolution (MRD-121) 

    - Global Topographic map (MRD-122)   

    Inputs for long-term science "Global Crater Geology Map" 

    - Global Color Ratio Maps (MRD-141)  

    - Global Reflectance Factor Maps (MRD-154) 

    - Global Bond Albedo Map (MRD-154) 

    - Global mineral and chemical maps (MRD-140) 

    - Global Thermal Inertia Maps (MRD-155) 

 

 

    Currently the most reliable method to identify the features is manually.  If approved, APL’s 

Small Body Mapping Tool will be used to generate the crater measurements. It has been 

effectively used to look at global block distribution on Itokawa and already possesses many of 

the outputs described above.  A typical implementation of the measurement effort is to display 

images on a computer screen, with the ability to adjust magnification and brightness/contrast (see 

below), and mark crater location, diameter, height, and other key morphological features; these 

data are stored in an ascii file and easily imported to a variety of analysis tools. 

 

 

    Image data: OCAMS images, both low-level (i.e. L1), and high-level (i.e. reprojected and tied 

to the shape mode) will be used.  The radiometrically corrected but not geometrically reprojected 

images provide "spot checks" for candidate populations, i.e. sometimes using less processed 

versions of the data allow for a more definitive identification of feature(s).  In general, however, 

the measurements will utilize images that have been radiometrically calibrated, reprojected, and 

combined into image mosaics.  The image mosaics should not be whole-body mosaics, rather 

regional mosaics that span blocks of longitude and latitude.  It is important that these mosaics are 

tied to the appropriate reference frame (e.g. the shape model or a particular 2D projection). 

 



    Altimetry/Topography products: OLA altimetry data enable an independent assessment of the 

crater population, which will be particularly valuable in regions where feature identification in 

the image data suffers from poor lighting (e.g. high latitudes).  In addition, altimetry data from 

both OLA and OCAMS (stereo-photoclinometry) enable estimates of crater depths.  This will 

require estimating a local surface plane around the crater for which to baseline the crater depth, 

which is possible by selecting >3 points adjacent to the crater, fitting a plane to the radius value 

at those points, and removing that radius value from the radius value of the crater. This only 

works if the topographic resolution allows it, where the topography is not smoothed between 

rocks, or block constructs are difficult to sort of remove from one another. 

 

    Other corollary data:  the map products associated with other remote sensing data can be 

associated with the crater data through a common map projection. 

 

 

 

Observational Requirements 

 

 

    The imaging data should have the following characteristics.   

 

    Plate scale: the images should be <= 1 m/pix.  In conjunction with the other imaging 

parameters listed, we need at least 5 pixels across a feature to have sufficient confidence of its 

existence and origin.    

 

 

    Incidence angles > 40 deg and < 75 deg: The magnitude of the solar incidence angles 

determines the presence and length of a shadow.  Incidence angles > 40 deg ensure sufficient 

shadowing to define the characteristic circular/elliptical shape of craters.  Incidence angles > 75 

deg result in excessive shadows, masking the terrain.    

 

 

    Emission angles < 30 deg: The magnitude of the emission angle determines the extent of 

foreshortening present in the image.  Greater emission angles correspond to increasing 

foreshortening, degrading the resolution along the line of site, and introducing potential “feature 

confusion” as objects start to obstruct one another between near- and far-field, as well as 

affecting the perceived geometry of a feature on the ground.  As emission angle increases, there 

is insufficient information in the line-of-site direction to accurately render the surface in 

reprojections that create a different, e.g. nadir, view of the surface.   

 

 

    Topographic (OLA) Observational Requirements      

 

    Spot size: The spot size should be <= 1/8 the diameter of the crater.  Image data contains 

information content beyond just the rim, because of the shadows cast by the rim, and the 

distinctive light/dark shading made by depressions.  To provide the equivalent information, the 



OLA spots need to sample the diameter more finely than the roughly analogous plate scale 

(resolution per pixel element) of a traditional image.     

 

    Spot spacing: The spots should be adjacent, and sample the crater in both dimensions on the 

surface.     

 

    Range precision:  The range precision should be <=0.05 the crater diameter to ensure that 

shallow craters (e.g. d/D = 0.1) are resolved with a precision well above the variation in depth of 

the crater. 

 

    When in the DRM are the observations that make the data product scheduled to be taken? 

 

        Starting at the Preliminary Survey phase, ending during Detailed Survey. 

 

    How long does it take to produce the data product? 

 

        The Global Crater Feature Map - locations and sizes of craters - can be generated in a few 

weeks, completed at the end of Detailed Survey. 

        The long-term science product, the Global Crater Geology Map, will take months. 

 

    Is this product used for sample site selection, science value, or long-term science? 

 

        The rapidly produced feature map is used for sample site selection as an input to Global 

Science Value Geologic Feature Map (MRD-114). The long-term Global Crater Geology Map is 

and for long-term science as an input to the Global Geology Map (MRD-195a). 

 

Version Control 

 

    Global and local versions of the product will be generated. 

 

    For the global map, it is important that the images used for measurements be as uniform as 

possible to minimize bias in the derived population; uniform applies to resolution, lighting, and 

viewing geometry.  Thus it is expected that detailed survey OCAMS images, and OLA Orbital 

Phase B data, will be the preferred data for developing the global measurements. 

 

    Ideally the local, higher-resolution data would also be consistent in resolution, lighting, and 

viewing geometry, but because of the closer range between the spacecraft and the asteroid, the 

finite level for navigation errors – and thus relative geometry between the spacecraft and the 

asteroid – will be proportionally larger, and the inherent geometry of the reconnaissance passes 

means that local/site-specific data likely will have greater inherent variability in lighting angle, 

resolution, and viewing geometry.  As a consequence, it will be necessary to select the data the 

provide the most consistency possible, and evaluate that data to ensure a reasonable 

completeness limit for the minimum size is determined. 

 

Data Product Validation 

 



    Crater population validation can be done against synthetic surfaces for which the number and 

sizes of the features are known a priori. There will also be automated detection techniques and 

citizen science efforts which will allow for some overlap, comparison and calibration of different 

detection methods.  

 

    The other remote sensing products have their own validation process before incorporation into 

the crater map. 

    Final validation will occur through the generation of peer-reviewed journal articles.  

 

Data Flow 

 

    The attached figure summarizes the data flow for the production of the crater map.  The figure 

is representative, and does not include a complete list of existing, derived products that can be 

used in conjunction with the crater map. 

 

 



 

Taxonomy/Metadata 

Since many different mappers/scientists may be the researchers to first see and map a crater, we 

propose building a simple taxonomy for people to indicate interesting or important physical traits 

of craters. This could be helpful for the final inspection of all craters and composition of the 

long-term science products. A starting point is proposed here, and can evolve as we find weird 

stuff. 

 



Standards used to generate data product 

Time (e.g. times are all converted to UTC) 

Coordinate System 

Data Storage Conventions (i.e. byte order, compression, machine dependence) 

 



Radius, Elevation, and Relative Accelerations
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Radius, Elevation, and Relative Accelerations

Overview

• Started with previous global measurements derived from final approach 
images (early Dec 2018) and orbital Phase A images (for poles)

• Used
• Baseball diamond station #3 for latitudes ±20°

• Baseball diamond station #4a for latitudes 20°N to 60°N

• Baseball diamond station #4b for latitudes 20°S to 60°S

• Gridded Bennu into different regions to break surface into manageable 
chunks
• Beau measured between longitudes 150° to 330°

• David measured between longitudes -30° to 150°

• Have not yet updated counts beyond ±60°

2



Radius, Elevation, and Relative Accelerations

What are we doing?

• Identifying previously unseen / detected candidate impact craters and 
assigning labels

• Revisiting previously identified candidate impact craters, and 
changing crater type to the labeling system

• Flagging unusual features not captured in the current nomenclature

3



Radius, Elevation, and Relative Accelerations

The Gridding of Bennu
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Radius, Elevation, and Relative Accelerations

Classification Labels and Brief Descriptions (updated)

• Rim and ejecta
• CRS = crater rim present in shape, i.e. a raised rim

• CRSP = partial CRS

• CRB = crater “rim” of boulders, i.e. circular feature surrounded by boulders with sizes larger than interior particles

• CRBP = partial CRB

• CE = crater ejecta present

• CAB = crater with adjacent boulder

• Crater floor topography
• CFUR = crater floor lower than (under) exterior in body radius

• CFER = crater floor on approximately equal elevation as exterior in body radius

• CFHR = crater floor higher than exterior in body radius

• CFUE = crater floor lower than (under) exterior in elevation

• CFEE = crater floor on approximately equal elevation as exterior in elevation

• CFHE = crater floor higher than exterior in elevation

• Interior vs. exterior roughness
• CS = smooth crater floor relative to exterior

• CB = bumpy (rough) crater floor relative to exterior

• CM =  mixed topography of crater floor

• CPSS = particle size smaller inside feature than exterior to feature

• CA = floor-exterior roughness contrast ambiguous

• Albedo (if present)
• CFL = light crater floor

• CFD = dark crater floor

• CEL = light crater ejecta

• CED = dark crater ejecta

5



Radius, Elevation, and Relative Accelerations

Classification Labels and Brief Descriptions (updated)

• Rim and ejecta
• CRS = crater rim present in shape, i.e. a raised rim

• CRSP = partial CRS

• CRB = crater “rim” of boulders, i.e. circular feature surrounded by boulders with sizes larger than interior particles

• CRBP = partial CRB

• CE = crater ejecta present

• CAB = crater with adjacent boulder

• Crater floor topography
• CFUR = crater floor lower than (under) exterior in body radius

• CFER = crater floor on approximately equal elevation as exterior in body radius

• CFHR = crater floor higher than exterior in body radius

• CFUE = crater floor lower than (under) exterior in elevation

• CFEE = crater floor on approximately equal elevation as exterior in elevation

• CFHE = crater floor higher than exterior in elevation

• Interior vs. exterior roughness
• CS = smooth crater floor relative to exterior

• CB = bumpy (rough) crater floor relative to exterior

• CM =  mixed topography of crater floor

• CPSS = particle size smaller inside feature than exterior to feature

• CA = floor-exterior roughness contrast ambiguous

• Albedo (if present)
• CFL = light crater floor

• CFD = dark crater floor

• CEL = light crater ejecta

• CED = dark crater ejecta

6

For smaller craters, will need to wait for Orb B OLA 
data.  For larger craters, we can address using facet 
radius and facet elevation

Can make qualitative comparisons using pan 
images, ultimately will want to use color info



Radius, Elevation, and Relative Accelerations

Examples

7

4 m diameter
CRB = crater “rim” of boulders
CPSS = particle size smaller than inside exterior



Radius, Elevation, and Relative Accelerations

Examples

8

1.6 m diameter
CRB = crater “rim” of boulders
CS = smooth crater floor relative to exterior



Radius, Elevation, and Relative Accelerations

Example

9

2.7 m diameter
CRBP = partial crater “rim” of boulders
CAB = crater with adjacent boulder
CPSS = smooth crater floor relative to exterior



Radius, Elevation, and Relative Accelerations

Example

10

6.9 m diameter
CRBP = partial crater “rim” of boulders
CPSS = smooth crater floor relative to exterior
CFD = dark crater floor
Flag = weird characteristic (partially buried boulder(s) inside crater floor) not in label dictionary



Radius, Elevation, and Relative Accelerations

Status and Preliminary results

• Test merged file is a first pass combination of all measurements, 
with most duplicates removed – a small number of duplicates still 
may exist

• Updating from earlier “type 1/2/3” to use of feature classification 
labels is ongoing
• All new measurements use feature classification labels

• Many but not all of the previously identified craters have been updated 
to labels

11



Radius, Elevation, and Relative Accelerations

Preliminary Results

• Global count up to 724 craters, with diameters 
between 66 cm and ~215 m

• Shallow SFD for diameters less than a few 10’s 
of m remains

• Completeness limit probably between 5-10 m

• Structure in SFD above those sizes likely real

12



Radius, Elevation, and Relative Accelerations

Caveats & Future work

Caveats

• This merger of new measurements is “hot of the press”, and further clean-
up remains – please treat this new crater database as preliminary!

• The measurements should be sufficient fidelity to support evaluation of 
candidate sample sites

Future work

• Revisit and update polar data

• Complete the revision from types to crater features

• Correlate with other data sets (e.g. thermal inertia, color, spectral maps, 
topography & shape)

• Spatial analysis of craters with morphology, boulders, etc.

13



Bennu’s Preliminary Crater Population

Preliminary Crater Population 
Measurements

Beau Bierhaus with measurements from Tim McCoy, Harold Connolly, and Jason Dworkin
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Bennu’s Preliminary Crater Population

• Craters of
• Different scales – large, medium, small

• Different types – type 1, type 2, type 3

• Their appearance provides information regarding
• Physical processes on surface

• Potential biases for detecting craters

2



Bennu’s Preliminary Crater Population

Co-I File Absolute 
Crater ID

Type x[km] Y [km] Z [km] Lat Lon Diam [km]

Bierhaus bierhaus_crate
r_list_v3 15

2

0.08026 -0.14533 0.140295 40.19944 298.9103 0.215313362

Bierhaus 2018_12_06_b
ierhaus_crater
_list_v01 36

3

0.093288 -0.15471 0.150339 39.76626 301.0893 0.124551381

McCoy McCoy_Craters
_13Dec18

Connolly

Images:
Ocams20181201t050410s460_pol_iofl2pan_63044.fits
Ocams20181201t090055s462_pol_iofl2pan_63601.fits
Ocams20181201t083924s095_pol_iofl2pan_63332.fits
Ocams20181201t060755s373_pol_iofl2pan_63874.fits
Ocams20181201t060909s441_pol_iofl2pan_63871.fits
ocams20181202t061840s158_pol_iofl2pan_63854.fits
ocams20181202t061955s157_pol_iofl2pan_63851.fits

Ocams20181201t083924s095_pol_iofl2pan_63332.fits

3



Bennu’s Preliminary Crater Population

Checklist

Characteristic Present? notes

Circular Yes

Raised rim Maybe Pending topography.  Not clear what to define as 
rim.

Depressed floor Maybe Pending topography.  Signs of complex crater 
structure present.  (I.e. gravity-regime crater)

Texture contrast (interior
vs. exterior)

yes There is a small complex of boulders near the crater 
center.  A smooth annular region surrounds the 
central boulder complex.  A boulder-rich annulus 
surrounds the smooth annular region.

4



Bennu’s Preliminary Crater Population

Views in Different Data

5

(image not projected)



Bennu’s Preliminary Crater Population

Compare Facet Radius and Elevation

6

A

B

A

B

A’ B’

A’

B’

A

B

A’ B’

A’
B’

A

B

Candidate crater visible in facet 
radius.

There is a less-distinct circular 
feature in elevation, however, it is 
offset from the feature seen in 
facet radius.



Bennu’s Preliminary Crater Population

Diameter based on facet radius

7

173 m diameter shown above.  Larger than feature identified using image data alone.



Bennu’s Preliminary Crater Population

Large Type 3

8

Co-I File Absolute 
Crater ID

Type x[km] Y [km] Z [km] Lat Lon Diam [km]

Bierhaus 2019_01_08_p
olar_craters 19

3

-0.17785 0.060693 0.114043 31.25285 161.157 0.140974

Bierhaus

McCoy

Connolly

ocams20181202t084918s806_pol_iofl2pan_64151.fits



Bennu’s Preliminary Crater Population

Views in Different Data

9

(image not projected)



Bennu’s Preliminary Crater Population

Compare Facet Radius and Elevation

10

A

B

A

B

A’ B’

A’

B’

A

B

A’ B’

A’
B’

A

B

Candidate crater visible in facet 
radius.

There is a less-distinct circular 
feature in elevation, however, it is 
offset from the feature seen in 
facet radius.



Bennu’s Preliminary Crater Population

Diameter based on facet radius

11

173 m diameter shown above.  Larger than feature identified using image data alone.



Bennu’s Preliminary Crater Population

Crater Geology

12

Rock abundance 
increases “downhill”

Fractured rock 
at rim

Think about a way to illustrate 
the effect of viewing 
conditions and lighting on a 
crater at higher latitude.



Bennu’s Preliminary Crater Population 13

Co-I File Absolute 
Crater ID

Type x[km] Y [km] Z [km] Lat Lon Diam [km]

Bierhaus bierhaus_crate
r_list_v3 31

3

0.040142 0.124145 0.177935 53.74877 72.08157 0.14689838

Bierhaus 2018_12_06_b
ierhaus_crater
_list_v01

McCoy McCoy_Craters
_13Dec18

Connolly

ocams20181201t072403s740_pol_iofl2pan_63243.fits



Bennu’s Preliminary Crater Population

Checklist: where we were

Characteristic Present? notes

Circular Maybe Boundary of feature unclear in certain locations

Raised rim Maybe Image lighting suggestive of raised rim in certain 
locations.  Needs confirmation from topography.

Depressed floor Maybe Image lighting suggestive of depressed floor.  Needs 
confirmation from topography.

Texture contrast (interior
vs. exterior)

ambiguous

Other Other, smaller crater(s) may be present inside this 
larger crater.  See bierhaus_crater_list_v3 absolute 
id #20 and absolute id #32.

14



Bennu’s Preliminary Crater Population

Views in Different Data

15

(image not projected)



Bennu’s Preliminary Crater Population

Diameter based on facet radius

16

210 m diameter shown above.  Larger than feature identified using image data alone.



Bennu’s Preliminary Crater Population

Compare Facet Radius and Elevation

17

A

B

A

B

A’

B’

A’
B’

A

B
A’

B’

A’

B’A

B



Bennu’s Preliminary Crater Population 18

Qualitatively, large 
rock abundance 

appears to increase 
“downhill”

Smooth region
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Checklist: where we are now

Characteristic Present? notes

Circular yes New measured feature, based on appearance in 
vertex radius, is elliptical.  Suggests oblique impact.

Raised rim no Present topography suggests rim is comparable to 
surface outside candidate crater.

Depressed floor yes Floor is depressed in vertex radius, which causes the 
shadowing.  Floor not depressed in elevation.

Texture contrast (interior
vs. exterior)

ambiguous Needs additional analysis.

Other Other, smaller crater(s) may be present inside this 
larger crater.  See bierhaus_crater_list_v3 absolute 
id #20 and absolute id #32.
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Co-I File Absolute 
Crater ID

Type x[km] Y [km] Z [km] Lat Lon Diam [km]

Bierhaus bierhaus_crate
r_list_v3 11

1

0.013912 -0.24504 -0.01781 -4.15103 273.2495 0.131900231

Bierhaus 2018_12_06_b
ierhaus_crater
_list_v01 26

1

0.006699 -0.25085 -0.01368 -3.12002 271.5298 0.109311879

McCoy McCoy_Craters
_13Dec18 4

1-2

-0.00201 -0.25367 -0.02608 -5.8699 269.5452 0.170459639

Connolly

Images:
ocams20181201t050410s460_pol_iofl2pan_63044.fits
ocams20181201t051443s313_pol_iofl2pan_63072.fits
ocams20181201t051455s588_pol_iofl2pan_63071.fits
ocams20181201t052356s124_pol_iofl2pan_63111.fits
ocams20181201t052528s613_pol_iofl2pan_63107.fits
ocams20181201t054712s764_pol_iofl2pan_63152.fits (oblique view)

Large Type 1
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Checklist: where we were

Characteristic Present? notes

Circular Yes

Raised rim yes Shadowing in images indicates a rim.  Detailed 
topography will help.

Depressed floor Maybe Pending detailed topography.  There may even be a 
domed floor – again, perhaps indicative of a complex 
crater morphology.

Texture contrast (interior
vs. exterior)

Yes For parts of the circumference the inner rim of the 
crater appears smoother than the region just 
exterior to the rim.

Other Interesting distribution of four rocks in “cardinal 
directions” inside crater
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Views in Different Data
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(image not projected)
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Compare Facet Radius and Elevation
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Crater dimension: elevation

24
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Crater is elliptical
N-S dimension ~ 157 m
E-W dimension ~ 196 m
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Crater dimension: facet radius
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Crater is elliptical
N-S dimension ~ 170m
E-W dimension ~ 188 m
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Qualitatively, large 
rock abundance 

appears to increase 
“downhill”Smooth region
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Checklist: where we are now

Characteristic Present? notes

Circular Yes The crater is elliptical, longer E-W than N-S

Raised rim yes

Depressed floor Maybe The floor is lower than the rim.  However, at least in 
terms of elevation, the floor may be similar to the 
terrain outside the rim.

Texture contrast (interior
vs. exterior)

Yes For parts of the circumference the inner rim of the 
crater appears smoother than the region just 
exterior to the rim.

Other Interesting distribution of four rocks in “cardinal 
directions” inside crater
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Co-I File Absolute 
Crater ID

Type x[km] Y [km] Z [km] Lat Lon Diam [km]

Bierhaus bierhaus_crate
r_list_v3 29

2

0.061336 0.234945 0.035978 8.428014 75.36866 0.09247467

Bierhaus 2018_12_06_b
ierhaus_crater
_list_v01 11

2

0.069702 0.248623 0.031283 6.907854 74.33908 0.089259731

McCoy McCoy_Craters
_13Dec18

Connolly

Images:
ocams20181201t072403s740_pol_iofl2pan_63243.fits
ocams20181201t073449s908_pol_iofl2pan_63426.fits
ocams20181201t074346s719_pol_iofl2pan_63415.fits
ocams20181201t074535s484_pol_iofl2pan_63297.fits

28
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Checklist: where we were

Characteristic Present? notes

Circular partly The rim isn’t clear around the entirety of the 
feature.  Maybe because there has been a collapse 
on one side.

Raised rim Maybe Pending topography

Depressed floor Maybe Pending topography

Texture contrast (interior
vs. exterior)

Maybe A portion of the interior is rougher / rockier than the 
exterior.  This may be because of a collapse.

Other
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Views in Different Data
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(image not projected) (projected and centered)
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Diameter based on image 

31

94 m diameter shown above.  Dimension defined using image data, and consistent with subtle 
appearance in elevation.
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Compare Facet Radius and Elevation

32
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~90 m diameter from both radius 
and elevation, both taken from E-
W profile
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Qualitatively, 
appears there has 

been rock migration 
into this crater
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Checklist: where we are now

Characteristic Present? notes

Circular partly The rim isn’t clear around the entirety of the 
feature.  Maybe because there has been a collapse 
on one side.

Raised rim yes Partial.  Better defined in elevation than radius.  
Most pronounced in the east-west direction.

Depressed floor TBD The floor is lower than the rim, but not really lower 
than terrain outside rim.  

Texture contrast (interior
vs. exterior)

Maybe A portion of the interior is rougher / rockier than the 
exterior.  This may be because of a collapse.

Other
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Co-I File Absolute 
Crater ID

Type x[km] Y [km] Z [km] Lat Lon Diam [km]

Bierhaus bierhaus_crate
r_list_v3 5 2 0.02089 0.261807 -0.00497 -1.08504 85.43802 0.081342149

Bierhaus 2018_12_06_b
ierhaus_crater
_list_v01 17 3 0.019336 0.247305 -0.03665 -8.40387 85.52939 0.082741256

McCoy McCoy_Craters
_13Dec18

Connolly

Images:
ocams20181201t070232s397_pol_iofl2pan_63457.fits
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Checklist

Characteristic Present? notes

Circular yes

Raised rim no

Depressed floor no

Texture contrast (interior
vs. exterior)

yes The interior is rougher / rockier than the exterior.  

Other
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Vertex radius

37

Minimal correlation between vertex radius 
and feature perimeter.

Note that the feature has two identifications 
separated in location, likely due to the use of 
separate images that were placed on the 
shape model using SPICE.
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Elevation

38

There is correlation between the feature 
(blue version of measurement) and 
elevation.
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Slope

39

Minimal correlation between feature outline and 
slope.
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Co-I File Absolute 
Crater ID

Type x[km] Y [km] Z [km] Lat Lon Diam [km]

Bierhaus bierhaus_crate
r_list_v3 3 1 -0.23211 0.123927 -0.01704 -3.7059 151.902 0.079635796

Bierhaus 2018_12_06_b
ierhaus_crater
_list_v01 32 1 -0.23324 0.120011 -0.01909 -4.16192 152.7722 0.082954958

McCoy McCoy_Craters
_13Dec18 9

1-2

-0.24042 0.124008 -0.01599 -3.38266 152.715 0.069393147

Connolly 12 2-3 -0.22998 0.124924 -0.014 -3.06158 151.4894 0.082888362

average 0.078718066

Medium Type 1

40ocams20181201t064101s472_pol_iofl2pan_63499.fits
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Checklist: where we were

Characteristic Present? notes

Circular yes

Raised rim yes Rim is broad relative to crater rims on larger bodies

Depressed floor yes

Texture contrast (interior
vs. exterior)

yes The interior has fewer rocks than some of the 
immediately surrounding terrain.  

Other
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Views in Different Data
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(image not projected)
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Compare Facet Radius and Elevation and Tilt Variation
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Diameter based on facet radius
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96 m diameter shown above.  Larger than feature identified using image data alone.
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Crater Geology

45

text

text

Qualitatively appears that a 
higher concentration of 
boulders appears outside the 
crater.
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Co-I File Absolute 
Crater ID

Type x[km] Y [km] Z [km] Lat Lon Diam [km]

Bierhaus bierhaus_crate
r_list_v3 7 3 0.209879 -0.12088 0.0622 14.40302 330.0605 0.074686977

Bierhaus 2018_12_06_b
ierhaus_crater
_list_v01

McCoy McCoy_Craters
_13Dec18

Connolly

Medium Type 3

46
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Checklist: where we were

Characteristic Present? notes

Circular yes

Raised rim maybe

Depressed floor unclear

Texture contrast (interior
vs. exterior)

yes A portion of the interior has a larger number of 
rocks than some of the immediately surrounding 
terrain.  May be due to a landslide.

Other
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Views in Different Data
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(image not projected)
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Compare Facet Radius and Elevation
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Diameter based on facet radius

50

90 m diameter shown above, based on elevation data.  Diameter would be smaller using facet radius.  
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Crater Geology

51

text

text

Qualitatively appears that a 
higher concentration of 
boulders appears outside the 
crater.
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Checklist: where we are now

Characteristic Present? notes

Circular yes

Raised rim maybe

Depressed floor unclear

Texture contrast (interior
vs. exterior)

yes A portion of the interior has a larger number of 
rocks than some of the immediately surrounding 
terrain.  May be due to a landslide.

Other
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Co-I File Absolute 
Crater ID

Type x[km] Y [km] Z [km] Lat Lon Diam [km]

Bierhaus bierhaus_crate
r_list_v3 16

2

-5.08E-04 0.256941 0.051004 11.22759 90.11327 0.021645405

Bierhaus 2018_12_06_b
ierhaus_crater
_list_v01 1

1

0.003689 0.262419 0.035792 7.765972 89.19465 0.021074548

McCoy McCoy_Craters
_13Dec18 13

1-2

-9.26E-04 0.253591 0.059338 13.16961 90.20916 0.022352579

Connolly

average

Images:
ocams20181201t072403s740_pol_iofl2pan_63243.fits

Small Type 1
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Checklist

Characteristic Present? notes

Circular yes

Raised rim Maybe Needs confirmation from topography

Depressed floor Maybe Needs confirmation from topography

Texture contrast (interior
vs. exterior)

Yes The interior is more smooth than the exterior

Other There is a dark region in the bottom of this crater.  
Unclear whether this is pooled regolith, or a rock.  
There is an elongated boulder on one side of the 
crater wall.
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Views in Different Data

55

(image not projected)
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Compare Facet Radius and Elevation and Tilt Variation
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Diameter based on facet radius

57

90 m diameter shown above, based on elevation data.  Diameter would be smaller using facet radius.  
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Crater Geology

58

text

text

Qualitatively appears that a 
higher concentration of 
boulders appears outside the 
crater.
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Co-I File Absolute 
Crater ID

Type x[km] Y [km] Z [km] Lat Lon Diam [km]

Bierhaus bierhaus_crate
r_list_v3 20

3

0.0771 0.09188 0.188164 57.48497 49.99875 0.01920365

Bierhaus 2018_12_06_b
ierhaus_crater
_list_v01 16

3

0.086847 0.100799 0.175705 52.86542 49.25235 0.019284078

McCoy McCoy_Craters
_13Dec18

Connolly

average

Images:
ocams20181201t072403s740_pol_iofl2pan_63243.fits
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Checklist

Characteristic Present? notes

Circular Yes The general shape is somewhat circular, though the perimeter of this feature is 
irregular

Raised rim unclear There are several boulders present around the perimeter of the feature.

Depressed floor unclear

Texture contrast (interior
vs. exterior)

Yes The interior is more smooth than the exterior of the feature

Other This candidate crater is inside a much larger candidate crater, see  
bierhaus_crater_list_v3 absolute id #31.
This feature is the closest thing I’ve found to a surface area that is “just” finer-grained 
regolith.  The host feature isn’t distinctly a crater candidate, except that it is roughly 
circular.  
Is the morphology related to its age and/or presence inside a larger impact feature?
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Co-I File Absolute 
Crater ID

Type x[km] Y [km] Z [km] Lat Lon Diam [km]

Bierhaus bierhaus_crate
r_list_v3 8

2

0.184605 -0.18606 -0.00624 -1.36419 314.7758 0.018233173

Bierhaus 2018_12_06_b
ierhaus_crater
_list_v01 22

3

0.18546 -0.18501 -0.01083 -2.36712 315.07 0.016653185

McCoy McCoy_Craters
_13Dec18

Connolly

average

Images:
ocams20181201t090055s462_pol_iofl2pan_63601.fits
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Checklist

Characteristic Present? notes

Circular yes

Raised rim No

Depressed floor Maybe Needs confirmation from topography

Texture contrast (interior
vs. exterior)

Yes The interior is more smooth than the exterior

Other
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Co-I File Absolute 
Crater ID

Type x[km] Y [km] Z [km] Lat Lon Diam [km]

Bierhaus bierhaus_crate
r_list_v3 34

3

0.02519 0.224185 -0.08326 -20.2585 83.58887 0.014941222

Bierhaus 2018_12_06_b
ierhaus_crater
_list_v01 10

3

0.0255 0.220728 -0.08885 -21.7953 83.41012 0.012113799

McCoy McCoy_Craters
_13Dec18

Connolly

average

Images:
ocams20181201t073449s908_pol_iofl2pan_63426.fits
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Checklist

Characteristic Present? notes

Circular

Raised rim

Depressed floor

Texture contrast (interior
vs. exterior)

Other
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Co-I File Absolute 
Crater ID

Type x[km] Y [km] Z [km] Lat Lon Diam [km]

Bierhaus bierhaus_crate
r_list_v3

Bierhaus 2018_12_06_b
ierhaus_crater
_list_v01 20

3

0.197131 -0.10328 0.092401 22.54821 332.3498 0.012036336

McCoy McCoy_Craters
_13Dec18 5

1-2

0.197105 -0.10215 0.093574 22.85536 332.6046 0.013274962

Connolly

average

Images:
ocams20181201t083924s095_pol_iofl2pan_63332.fits
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Checklist

Characteristic Present? notes

Circular yes Outline is slightly irregular

Raised rim Maybe There appears to be alignment between some 
boulders and the circular outline of the feature.

Depressed floor maybe

Texture contrast (interior
vs. exterior)

Yes Interior of feature is more smooth than exterior of 
feature.  Interior also appears darker.

Other This could be a candidate “impact pit”, i.e. a 
depression caused by the slow-speed re-impact of a 
boulder ejected from elsewhere on the surface.
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Co-I File Absolute 
Crater ID

Type x[km] Y [km] Z [km] Lat Lon Diam [km]

Bierhaus bierhaus_crate
r_list_v3

Bierhaus 2018_12_06_b
ierhaus_crater
_list_v01 15

3

0.073415 0.10486 0.180245 54.61861 55.00339 0.011004809

McCoy McCoy_Craters
_13Dec18

Connolly

average

Images:
ocams20181201t072403s740_pol_iofl2pan_63243.fits
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Checklist

Characteristic Present? notes

Circular Yes Generally circular, though due to rocks around 
perimeter, the outline is irregular

Raised rim Unclear The rim, such as it is, exists primarily as a roughly 
circular arrangement of rocks.

Depressed floor Unclear The floor is lower than the rocks that define the 
perimeter; however, the floor may not be lower than 
the immediately surrounding terrain.

Texture contrast (interior
vs. exterior)

Yes The small interior is more smooth than the 
surrounding terrain.

Other This feature is immediately adjacent to 
bierhaus_crater_list_v3 absolute id #20, and also is 
inside a much larger candidate crater, see  
bierhaus_crater_list_v3 absolute id #31.
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Co-I File Absolute 
Crater ID

Type x[km] Y [km] Z [km] Lat Lon Diam [km]

Bierhaus bierhaus_crate
r_list_v3 19

3

0.083426 0.18475 0.114356 29.42866 65.69793 0.01127509

Bierhaus 2018_12_06_b
ierhaus_crater
_list_v01 5

2

0.085058 0.194078 0.100901 25.46266 66.33375 0.011570317

McCoy McCoy_Craters
_13Dec18

Connolly

average

Images:
ocams20181201t073449s908_pol_iofl2pan_63426.fits
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Checklist

Characteristic Present? notes

Circular Yes Feature is slightly elliptical in shape

Raised rim Maybe Needs confirmation from topography.  Some rocks rest on the perimeter of the 
feature.

Depressed floor Maybe Needs confirmation from topography

Texture contrast (interior
vs. exterior)

Yes The interior is more smooth than the exterior

Other
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Co-I File Absolute 
Crater ID

Type x[km] Y [km] Z [km] Lat Lon Diam [km]

Bierhaus bierhaus_crate
r_list_v3 17

3

-0.02543 0.230381 -0.0872 -20.6179 96.29886 0.009267843

Bierhaus 2018_12_06_b
ierhaus_crater
_list_v01 4

2

-0.02628 0.218811 -0.10307 -25.0638 96.84744 0.009921489

McCoy McCoy_Craters
_13Dec18

Connolly

average

Images:
ocams20181201t070219s706_pol_iofl2pan_63458.fits
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Checklist

Characteristic Present? notes

Circular Yes Approximate at this resolution

Raised rim No There are boulders along the boundary of the feature.

Depressed floor Maybe Needs higher-resolution images and topgraphy

Texture contrast (interior
vs. exterior)

Yes The interior is more smooth than the exterior

Other
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Co-I File Absolute 
Crater ID

Type x[km] Y [km] Z [km] Lat Lon Diam [km]

Bierhaus bierhaus_crate
r_list_v3 18

3

-0.02872 0.229242 0.102176 23.85769 97.14113 0.009006249

Bierhaus 2018_12_06_b
ierhaus_crater
_list_v01 9

3

-0.0226 0.238568 0.090263 20.63969 95.41078 0.01107255

McCoy McCoy_Craters
_13Dec18 14

1-2

-0.0335 0.223213 0.110124 26.00754 98.53512 0.010695092

Connolly
0.010257964

average

Images:
ocams20181201t070219s706_pol_iofl2pan_63458.fits
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Checklist

Characteristic Present? notes

Circular Yes

Raised rim Maybe

Depressed floor Maybe

Texture contrast (interior
vs. exterior)

Yes Interior is more smooth than exterior

Other
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Co-I File Absolute 
Crater ID

Type x[km] Y [km] Z [km] Lat Lon Diam [km]

Bierhaus bierhaus_crate
r_list_v3 23

3

-0.13138 -0.17521 0.084107 21.00917 233.1357 0.008074151

Bierhaus 2018_12_06_b
ierhaus_crater
_list_v01

McCoy McCoy_Craters
_13Dec18

Connolly

average

Images:
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Checklist

Characteristic Present? notes

Circular Yes

Raised rim No

Depressed floor Maybe

Texture contrast (interior
vs. exterior)

Yes Interior is more smooth than exterior.  Interior may also be slightly darker than 
exterior.

Other
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Co-I File Absolute 
Crater ID

Type x[km] Y [km] Z [km] Lat Lon Diam [km]

Bierhaus bierhaus_crate
r_list_v3 26

3

0.206362 -0.08624 0.098925 23.86012 337.3195 0.006664759

Bierhaus 2018_12_06_b
ierhaus_crater
_list_v01

McCoy McCoy_Craters
_13Dec18

Connolly

average

Images:
ocams20181201t083924s095_pol_iofl2pan_63332.fits
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Checklist

Characteristic Present? notes

Circular Yes The outline is slightly irregular.

Raised rim Maybe There is a rock adjacent to the feature – this rock 
could have caused this circular feature to form.

Depressed floor Maybe

Texture contrast (interior
vs. exterior)

Yes The interior is more smooth than the exterior.

Other This could be a candidate “impact pit”, i.e. a 
depression caused by the slow-speed re-impact of a 
boulder ejected from elsewhere on the surface.
This feature is inside bierhaus_crater_list_v3
absolute id #27.
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What the craters are telling us, some first thoughts

• The distribution of morphologies of the large (> 100 m diameter) craters suggests a history of post-formation 
modification . . .

• . . . however, large craters may have always formed shallow, unlike Mathilde
• Why?  One idea: recall that Mathilde has a very slow rotation rate, maybe cause by one of the early impacts.  Bennu’s

significantly greater rotation rate may not allow, large deep bowl-shaped craters to be stable

• What we know about cratering suggests that all craters on Bennu – even the largest ones – formed in the 
strength regime

• The morphology of some of the largest craters hints at gravity-regime.  This needs exploration.

• The suite of morphologies of smaller craters also supports the presence of degradational processes, 
including crater ejecta

• Each impact generates ejecta that gets globally distributed
• Slow-moving ejecta that gets re-accreted will refresh reservoirs of mobile material
• A “high-standing” location sheds its easily mobilized material, then later gets a fresh supply from impact ejecta (an impact-

crater ejecta “Hadley cycle” for regolith)

• There is likely a subsurface reservoir of finer-grained material.  This reservoir may be restricted to an 
immediate sub-surface layer, rather than uniformly distributed throughout the interior

• The fine-grained material is visible only in craters < 25 m diameter or so, suggesting a reservoir depth of maybe a few meters 
on average, but probably with some variability

• Several mechanisms could work in concert to develop this layer, more on this topic in a subsequent presentation
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Bennu’s Preliminary Crater Population

Crater Catalogue Content Description

• For each candidate crater, there are two slides
• Slide 1 lists the observations, a partial list of images in which that crater 

appears, and a window from one of those images showing the crater

• Slide 2 lists which diagnostic features appear in images of the candidate crater 
(the “crater checklist”)

• In the absence of higher resolution images and/or topography, some 
characteristics are uncertain

• The list is organized by size, from largest to smallest

• This is a work in progress, with ~20 craters out of the 36 candidate 
craters in this file
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Bennu’s Preliminary Crater PopulationThis presentation may contain proprietary or export controlled information as specified in the title slides. 

Backup – crater classification
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Bennu’s Preliminary Crater Population

Mapping Craters, and 
Preliminary Crater Identification for Bennu (1 of 3)

• To emphasize that the initial work is finding features that may be 
craters, use the terminology “Candidate Craters”

• The classification scheme that follows will quantify the crater-like 
characteristics expressed by a feature, and thus the likelihood the 
feature is a crater

• We will implement a staged classification tied to the collection of data

• As higher resolution data are available, and correlation between data 
sets are possible (e.g. using spectral maps and topographic maps 
together), we will revisit classifications
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Mapping Craters, and 
Preliminary Crater Identification for Bennu (2 of 3)

• Core measurement: dimensions and location
• Recommend using elliptical tool to get a and b dimensions, and direction of 

long axis
• For clearly polygonal craters, use polygon measurement tool

• Crater confidence classification (see next slide for details)
• Type 1 = highest certainty of impact origin
• Type 2 = intermediate certainty of impact origin
• Type 3 = lowest certainty of impact origin

• Propose three confidence classifications for now, we can sub-divide 
one or more of these classifications as data resolution, data type (e.g. 
topography), and the actual observed features allow
• We will need to define quantitative boundaries between types and sub-types
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Mapping Craters, and 
Preliminary Crater Identification for Bennu (3 of 3)

• Type 1 characteristics.  Ideally one or more of these characteristics is present for a 
feature to be Type 1.
• Circular or elliptical raised rim, or clear demarcation between “inside” vs. “outside” for the feature

• For larger craters that “morph” into the overall shape of Bennu, there should be some break in Bennu’s shape 
that supports the presence of a large crater

• Obvious ejecta, where “obvious” = correlation with albedo, and/or rock distribution
• Lower-floor elevation than terrain immediately outside feature
• Clear distinction between spatial density and/or sizes of boulders (rocks) inside vs. outside feature

• Type 2 characteristics
• Any of the Type 1 characteristics, but less distinct.  For example, clear demarcation between 

“inside” and “outside”, but only for some of the perimeter
• Floor elevation about the same as terrain immediately outside feature

• Type 3 characteristics
• Feature, or aspect of Bennu’s shape (for larger craters), that is roughly circular or elliptical, or 

otherwise seems inconsistent with the global shape and warrants impact origin as a possibility 
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Bennu’s Preliminary Crater Population

Classification Labels and Brief Descriptions

• Rim and ejecta
• CR = crater rim present
• CE = crater ejecta present

• Crater floor topography
• CFU = crater floor lower than (under) exterior
• CFE = crater floor on approximately equal elevation as exterior
• CFH = crater floor higher than exterior

• Interior vs. exterior roughness
• CS = smooth crater floor relative to exterior
• CB = bumpy (rough) crater floor relative to exterior
• CM =  mixed topography of crater floor
• CA = floor-exterior roughness contrast ambiguous

• Albedo (if present)
• CFL = light crater floor
• CFD = dark crater floor
• CEL = light crater ejecta
• CED = dark crater ejecta
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